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EDITORIAL.
The meeting of the American Association for the Advancemat

of Science next month promises to be an important one for botanists.

It will be remembered that this is to be the first assembling of the

new section of botany which was established at the Rochester raee

ing. In order to justify the division of the section of biology, if for

no better reason, it behooves botanists not only to attend in number

but to prepare papers concerning their late researches to be read it

the meeting. The committee which was appointed to secure some

papers which should give a comprehensive view of the condition <t

the science of botany in this country, especially for the benefit of those

who do not yet realize its development, has been active, and as a it

suit are able to announce a number of papers from some of the fore-

most botanists. Each one selected by the committee to treat his on

particular field is able to speak with authority.

There will come before the section and the Botanical Club, alio,

several reports of important committees, such as the committee oa

the formation of an American Botanical Society, and the committee

on revision of the nomenclature of spermaphytes. There will a so

some new business for the botanists to take hold of, the most p

ing of which is the consideration of some method of reporting

publishing a periodical index to American botanical literature.

Immediately at the close of the general meeting comes the

bling of the botanical congress, the first session occurring or \.<*^

23d. It is expected that a considerable number of re Presen
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The report of the success of the A. A. A. S. committee in secur-

ing a table for investigators at the Naples Zoological Station will be

found on p. 283. As botanists were asked to cooperate in this en-

deavor, and did so cooperate, and as the Station makes generous

pro\ ion for the study of marine and littoral plants, and as it is

quite possible that a botanist may make application for the use of this

table, it would have been a gracious, not to say a just, thing to recognize

botanists in the formation of the advisory committee, which is at pres-

"

ent composed entirely of zoologists.

Probably Secretary Langley was deceived by his knowledge of the

Knglish language into thinking that the American Morphological So-
ciety was not composed wholly of animal morphologists, and the

Association of American Anatomists entirely of animal anatomists.
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